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The Perseus Books Group, United States, 1995. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 147 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Trace the development of
astronomy from early Greek stargazers to the ambitious pioneers: Brahe, Copernicus, Kepler, and
Newton - who braved persecution and ridicule to fight for a science that relied not on ancient
authorities and scriptures, but on logic, math, and careful observation. As Motz and Weaver show,
the fruits of this noble pursuit - the elegant, simple natural laws - opened our eyes to the elusive
rotations of the heavenly bodies, and gave rise to classical physics, and, finally, the vigorous,
thriving science of astronomy today. These engaging authors go on to depict the brilliant revolution
in astronomy that shattered classical physics and transformed our concepts of time, space, and
matter. Beginning with Einstein s theory of relativity, Motz and Weaver celebrate and savor the
twentieth century s greatest advances in physics, chemistry, and mathematics, each of which have
dramatically reshaped modern astronomy. Softcover reprint of the original 1st ed. 1995.
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to
understand.
-- Merritt Kilback II-- Merritt Kilback II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again later on. It is extremely difficult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Angela Blick-- Angela Blick
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